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Recently, on environmental issues / energy situation,
material development related to next generation energy
source with low environmental load type is important and
essential issues than ever before.One of the possible energy
sources for mobileusage in next generation is lithium
secondary (rechargeable) batteries (lithium-air battery). If we
can use the Li-O2system for new batteries,the
expectedspecific energy density (> 5,000 Wh/kg)is much
higher thanthem in current systems. The simple and classic
compound Li2O2 is one of the key materials to develop the
newer system.In newly developing batteries, Li2O2 is
crystallized on cathodematerial under 2Li + O2 reversible
reactionduring charging and discharging process. This
crystallization leads to cathode clogging phenomena and then
result in lowering of output. [1] Therefore, to well-understand
Li2O2 properties including crystallography is very essential
and important for developing new battery with controlled
stable output. However, surprisingly even now, the crystal
structure of simple and classic compound Li2O2 is still
unknown: two crystal structure models are proposed only. [2]
In this study, to identify the crystal structure of Li2O2 and its
local structure change, we had carried out powder
synchrotron x-ray diffraction measurements from around
85K to 300 K, using angular high-resolution powder
diffractometer installed at the BL15XU, SPring-8.All process
for sample preparation werecarried out under dry Ar
atmosphere: the sample was ground well and packed into a
Lindenmannglass capillary of 0.3 mm diameter, after then the
capillary was sealed. From this study, we concluded that the
crystal structure of Li2O2takes one of the previously proposed
models (P63/mmc)[2], and the compound does not show any
phase transitions in the temperature range. The details will be
presented.

Figure 1.Powder synchrotron x-ray diffraction pattern at room
temperature.
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The high-pressure behavior of KIO3 was studied up to 30
GPa using single-crystal and powder X-ray diffraction,
Raman spectroscopy, second harmonic generation (SHG)
experiments and density functional-theory (DFT) based
calculations. Triclinic KIO3 shows two pressure-induced
structural phase transitions at 7 GPa and at 14 GPa. Single
crystal X-ray diffraction at 8.7 GPa has been employed to
solve the structure of the first high-pressure phase (space
group R3, a = 5.89(1)Å, á = 62.4(1)°). The bulk modulus, B,
of this phase has been obtained by fitting a 2nd order
Birch-Munaghan equation of state (eos) to synchrotron X-ray
powder diffraction data resulting in Bexp,2nd = 67(3) GPa and
B’ = 4 (fixed). The DFT model gave BDFT,2nd = 70.9 GPa, and,
for a 3rd order Birch-Munaghan eos BDFT,3rd = 67.9 GPa with
a pressure derivative of B‘DFT,3rd = 5.9. Both high-pressure
transformations are detectable by Raman spectroscopy and
the observation of SHG signals [1]. The presence of strong
SHG signals shows that all high pressure phases are acentric.
By using different pressure media we have shown that the
transition pressures are very strongly influenced by shear
stresses. Earlier work on low- and high-temperature
transitions is complemented by low-temperature heat
capacity measurements. We find no evidence for the presence
of an orientational glass, in contrast to earlier dielectric
studies, but consistent with earlier low-temperature
diffraction studies. This presentation will focus on the
structural relationships between the high pressure phase and
the ambient-pressure phases at low [2], ambient [3,4,5] and
high [3,6] temperatures.
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